
'We have been using ETHICS for 
several years and our experience 
is that it is of great advantage - 
both for vendors and for buyers. 

Our cooperation with Inno:vasion 
is excellent, and our requests 

have been met with utmost 
flexibility - which is essential in a 
World where strict deadlines are 
the order of the day and where 

action is needed when called for."
Susanne Taarnehøj, 

Tender Controller, Movia 

MOVIA buys public transportation 
services with negotiated procedures 

MOVIA is the largest transportation company in the greater Copenhagen area and 

operates more than 570 bus lines and 9 local railroad lines. The annual capacity is 

more than 213 million passengers. MOVIA has been using ETHICS for several years, 

as the individual bus lines are operated by independent vendors and bus companies 

selected and renewed through a well defined tendering process 

When MOVIA uses the negotiated procedure in their recurrent tenders for operators, 

potential suppliers have to go through a pre-qualification process. 

MOVIA has a web site where all qualification criteria are published and where any 

potential supplier can request to be qualified for upcoming tenders. MOVIA is notified 

when new requests are uploaded, and if the supplier meets the criteria, he is automati-

cally transferred to the list of suppliers that will receive invitation to tender.

The suppliers that qualify are then invited to respond to the same set of questionnaires, 

available at a tender specific home page.

The negotiation process with MOVIA and each individual, potential supplier then takes 

place using an individual tender site per supplier.  At the end of the negotiations, all 

results are then transferred to the common web site, still encrypted, and when the 

deadline is reached, the results are decrypted, transferred and merged to a common 

excel spreadsheet to ease comparisons and final selection. 

The benefits for MOVIA to use ETHICS is that the system supports all the phases in the 

process:

− Pre-qualification

− Proposals/responses from suppliers

− Questions & Answers (anonymised)

− Automatic analysis of incoming questionnaires

ETHICS features applied by MOVIA 

Electronic tender proposals

Vendors upload proposal and 
documentation electronically

Automated Mails

Any communication to the 
vendors are handled by 
ETHICS 
Question and answers

Questions from vendors are 
received and answers 
available for all parties 
available at the ETHICS site

Automatic analysis of 
questionnaires

Documents are validated and 
compared with defined tender 
requirements

Effective process for pre- 
qualifications

ETHICS supports a highly 
effective pre-qulification for 
the benefit of all parties
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‘The Tendering Pocess 
was straight forward and 
none of the vendors had 

any problems using elec-
tronic tendering'

Susanne Karll,

Project manager, Aller  Media

Tendering for a new subscription 
system for Aller Media

When Aller Media, The largest publisher of magazines and newspapers in the Nordic 

Region, had to renew it's subscription system they needed an efficient way to evalu-

ate the expected complex proposals. As a private company Aller Media is not obliged 

to follow the EU procurement directive, but because of the complexity of the tender 

they choose to apply ETHICS for managing the tender and evaluatione the proposals.

As the largest publisher of magazines and newspapers in the Nordic region Aller has a 

weekly circulation of 3.2 million copies. The backbone for this entire operation is the 

Subscription System, a complicated mission critical system, which had to be renewed 

completely. For the selection of supplier of the new solution, Aller applied ETHICS 

based on the capability to handle and evaluate multiple criteria simultaneously.

Due to the complexity of a modern subscription system, the specification of the 

requirements took up more than 300 pages; but the ETHICS tool – qDesigner – 

converted this into an intelligent PDF-questionnaire, where a number of different 

response types can be specified: Radio buttons, lists, text fields, numeric fields. By 

specifying mandatory fields as well as maximum and minimum values the suppliers 

will be guided through the questionnaire and finally validated before being uploaded. 

The suppliers worked off line with the questionnaire. 

The process went as planned – the suppliers signed up to participate, downloaded 

questionnaires and documentation and a company specific digital certificate to be used 

to sign the final documents and encrypt the responses.

Only when the point of closing is reached, the tender box is closed, the content trans-

ferred to the intranet of Aller and decrypted. The questionnaires were then merged and 

shown in an excel format, where each sub criteria were presented, so the evaluators 

had a very clear overview of the difference between the suppliers.

Aller's experiences in Project Manager at Aller Media Susanne Karll’s words:

− The tendering process was easy and straightforward, and no supplier had any 
problem in answering an electronic tender
− It is a great advantage that all documentation is stored in one location
− It was an easy task to evaluate the responses because all data/responses were 
stored in one place and also because we could be sure that no errors or misinterpreta-
tions would occur as it would have been the case in a traditional manual process
− We surely think it would be an advantage to use this system in new projects of similar 
complexity

Aller is using these features in ETHICS

Tender Web Site

Vendors upload proposals and 
documentation electronically

Tailored look and feel

User interface and web site 
tailored to buyer's identity

Electronic Questionnaire

Intelligent questionnaires help 
vendors submit correct 
proposals in compliance with 
buyer requirements

Managing Deadlines

ETHICS handles all critical 
deadlines; including deadlines 
for questions and proposal 
delivery

Digital Signature

All documents sent from 
vendors are signed with the 
vendors' unique signature

Design of Questionnaires

User friendly module makes it 
easy to design even complex 
questionnaires
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'ETHICS gave us a practical 
method to evaluate and com-

pare the proposals, and it 
helped to manage the tender 

process within a relatively 
short period and gave us a 

clear sense of having obtained 
a correct outcome'

Vibeke Lund, 

EHR Project Manager,

Greenland Health Authority

Smooth tendering of Electronic 
Health Records for Greenland

One of the major ICT projects in the comprehensive ICT strategy accepted by the 

Greenland Government was a brand new and country-wide EHR-system. As the 

Health Authorities had already had some experience with ETHICS, it was decided to 

manage the tender in 2013 based on this system and with support from Inno:vasion.

The Government of Greenland 3 years ago accepted an ambitious ICT strategy, and one 

of the flagship projects was to selection of a nation-wide Electronic Health Record 

system. 

This tender was held this spring and just finished with a satisfactory result for Green-

land using ETHICS.

Greenland is not a member of the EU but the procurement regulations does not deviate 

much from the Danish and EU standard regulations. Because of the huge geographical 

distances between the local hospitals and clinics and because of the limited number of 

ICT professionals, the Health Authorities decided to have a tender focusing on existing, 

standard solutions that had a proven reputation in other countries.

The tender was executed during the spring of 2013 in a 2-step process: The first phase 

included qualification questions as well as a number of questions relating to existing 

references, and overall functional requirements. This phase and the corresponding 

evaluation was supported by the ETHICS questionnaire model and accounted for 75% 

of the total score.

The last phase was a local demonstration of 3-4 pre-defined core processes, that were 

deemed essential by the health professionals. The suppliers presented their solutions 

to the clinical users, that scored the performance. In this way also the end users 

participated in the evaluation process, again using the ETHICS model.

The EHR project manager, Vibeke Lund, says:

"The use of ETHICS provided us with a simple and easy to use method for comparing 

and evaluating the proposals from suppliers. It helped us to carry out the process in a 

relatively short time frame and gave us a confident sense of reaching the correct 

result."

Greenland has experienced benefits from 
these features:

Tender Web Site

Vendors upload proposals and 
documentation electronically

Electronic Questionnaire

Intelligent questionnaires help 
vendors to submit correct 
proposals in compliance with 
buyer requirements – and 
make it easier for buyer to 
compare answers

Managing Deadlines

ETHICS handles all critical 
deadlines; including deadlines 
for questions and proposal 
delivery

Electronic tender process

Vendors download all tender 
material and upload proposal 
and documentation electroni-
cally

Automatic analysis of quest- 
ionnaires and documents

Documents are validated 
against defined tender 
requirements
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' It wouldn't have been possible 
for us to manage a tender of 
this size if it hadn't been sup-

ported by ETHICS'

Gurli Frøstrup, 

Project Manager at FBE

Comprehensive Tenders: Maintain-
ing Danish Defence buildings

'The Danish Defence Building Administration - FBE - manages Tenders by Invitation 

following the EU Restricted Procedure for maintenance services of all buildings and 

properties belonging to the Danish Defence in Denmark. 

FBE is responsible for constructing and maintaining all buildings owned by the Danish 

Defence - from airports to barracks, naval stations, canteens, and flats. The organisa-

tion counts more than 1900 employees, architects, engineers, cleaning and canteen 

staff.  A major part of the maintenance work is carried out by local craftsmen, which 

are selected for 3-4 years during a major tender, operated by ETHICS/ inno:vasion.

The first time FBE applied ETHICS for this type of tenders was in 2006. This tender 

covered 11 different types of craftsmanship and in 15 different regions. This would 

eventually result in 165 contracts each with 3 selected suppliers.

Among the crafts that were specified in this type of tender were carpenters, masons, 

cabinet makers, painters, plumbers, electricians. It is obvious that these small and 

medium size companies traditionally are not very ICT literate, and in 2006 this was for 

many the first time they participated in an electronic process. 350 companies request-

ed to participate in the first tender, for which they had to pre-qualify.  By using 

ETHICS’s questionnaire generator, bidders simply download a pdf-file and fills in the 

questions helped by the automatic guidance in the PDF. After the deadline is reached, 

all questionnaires are merged and generated in an excel spreadsheet, and by using 

ETHICS it will take 2 officers at a maximum 2 days to evaluate all answers.

The next phase in this Restricted Procedure again offer the suppliers a pdf-question-

naire and additional detailed questions for each type of craftsmanship plus additional 

documentation.

In 2006 all documentation received from the vendors tallyed 1.3 Gb, corresponding to 

7-10 meter of storage. The 165 Frame Contracts, each with 3 selected suppliers, 

resulted in 495 individual contracts with 115 participating companies.

Project Manager Gurli Frøstrup, FBE, says:

"It would have been impossible for us to execute such a large tender if we hadn't had 

ETHICS. We have repeated the tender in 2009 and plan to repeat it again in 2013. For 

the suppliers and for us  this is a very simple and efficient tool, and it is possible for us 

very easily to incorporate new requirements and requests in the tender material"

Electronic Questionnaire

Intelligent questionnaires help 
vendors to submit correct 
proposals in compliance with 
buyer requirements

FBE uses these features in ETHICS

Web Site for individual Tenders

Each Tender has it's own web 
site making it easy for the 
vendors to sign up

Easy prequalifications process

ETHICS Supports analysis of 
requests for participation from 
a large number of vendors

Electronic tender process

Vendors download all tender 
material and upload proposal  
electronically

Automatic analysis of 
questionnaires and docu-
ments

Documents are checked and 
validated against defined 
tender requirements
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' In cooperation with innovasion 
we have developed a very 

efficient concept for managing 
'mini tenders'. We have applied 

this to a large number of 
tenders based on the Frame 
Contracts from the National 

Procurement Agency, SKI. This 
will result in savings of more 

than 10 million DKK in the next 
few years'

Section Manager Mikael B. Schwarts,

Defence Procurement

Coordinating mini-tenders for the 
entire Danish Defence

The ICT organisation, FKIT, supports the Danish Defence in operating a large 

number of mission critical ICT systems, 21.000 PC's and workstations and supports 

17.000 users, nationally as well as Danish Defence Forces on international 

missions. All procurement related to this are acquired based on ETHICS.

FKIT usually base their procurement on the Danish Government Frame Contracts 

(SKI). When a department or a unit request procurement of PC's or consulting 

services, the buying officer fills in a requirements form, which is generated using 

ETHICS' qDesigner. When this form is uploaded, it is converted to a requirements 

specification questionnaire, which will be the basis for a 'mini tender' - in EU terminol-

ogy a sub-procedure.

The suppliers that are participating in the Frame Contract, is then notified, downloads 

the questionnaire together with a so-called Contract Paradigm, a standard contract 

document with terms and conditions. When the deadline fo the 'mini tender' is 

reached, the incoming answers from the vendors are merged, and the winning supplier 

will receive the final contract.

The automated mini tender process ensures that the buying officer does not need to 

care about the administrative process and the regulation, but concentrate on the 

actual requirements and at the end of the process evaluate the incoming answers. 

According to FKIT, this process have resulted in very large savings.

Section Manager, Mikael B. Schwarts, Koncernindkøb, says:

"We have had an excellent cooperation with [inno:vasion] in developing a very effective 

mini-tender solution. This concept has been used in a connection with a large number 

of SKI Frame Contracts and we expect a 2-digit million kroner savings over the next 

few years. These saving are due to the very effective competitive nature of the mini 

tenders - as well as through the ease-of-use and efficiency in the way the mini tenders 

can be specified. We would never had been able on our own to develop such a solution 

and manage so many tenders with this limited use of resources.

On top of this we are sure that we comply with the tender regulations and SKI's terms 

and conditions in the Frame Contracts. We intend to continue at full speed ahead!"

Danish Defense is using these features:

Electronic Questionnaire

Intelligent questionnaires help 
vendors to submit correct 
proposals in compliance with 
buyer requirements

Tender Web Site

Vendors upload proposals and 
documentation electronically

Web Site for individual 
Tenders

Each Tender has it's own web 
site making it easy for the 
vendors to sign up

Automatic analysis of ques-
tionnaires and documents

Documents are validated 
against defined tender require-
ments

Highly effective Mini-Tenders

ETHICS' mini tenders and sub 
procedure helps the buyers to 
obtain competitive prices
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ETHICS was developed 
based on a close coopera-

tion with SKI - the pro-
curement organisation 

owned by the Danish State 
and the Association of 

Municipalities

Managing the large portfolio of 
Framework Contracts in Denmark

ETHICS was originally developed in a partnership agreement with SKI and was 

launched as early as 1999. SKI manages tenders on behalf of public authorities in 

Denmark and supports 2 types of framework contracts: voluntary contracts, where 

the authorities are free to apply them or binding contracts, where the authorities 

commit to a minimum value or volume.

As a central purchasing body SKI acts as a contracting authority able to award public 

contracts and framework agreements for works, supplies or services intended for 

public authorities or publicly owned companies in Denmark. It has a staff of 70 employ-

ees and operates more than 50 frame contracts. SKI uses ETHICS to ensure that all 

tenders are conducted within a very tight legal framework.  

SKI's framework agreements typically are of 2 kinds: Open Framework Agreements, 

where a limited number of vendors are selected for a periode of time, and committed 

frameworks, where the participating public authorities commit themselves to a volume 

or a budget for the items or services to be tenderred. The framework contracts, where 

the buyers are committed, obviously call for lower prices and/or better terms than 

open Framework Contracts.

Regardless of type, both types are supported by the ETHICS tendering process includ-

ing the ETHICS contract module.

Also the Open Procedure as well as the Restricted Procedure – a 2-step tendering 

process - is supported by ETHICS, and in either case it is possible for the buyers to 

request a 'mini tender' – sub procedure or e-Auction for a particular delivery of 

products and services already on a SKI framework contract.

The number of contracts handled by SKI is very large, and using ETHICS gives SKI  

considerable administrative savings and at the same time ensures compliance with all 

of EU's procurement regulations. As all documentations, questionnaires, contracts, 

guidelines are stored, the SKI officers can re-use this large material and concentrate 

on the purpose of each tender in stead of struggling with procedural questions and 

administrative processes. Also the way ETHICS evaluation process is supported makes 

it easy to explain to the suppliers, that did not get a contract, in which areas they scored 

below winners. This benchmarking feature tends to improve qualities of the suppliers 

so they are better prepared for a next round of frame contracts.

SKI has benefitted from these features

One Web Site per Tender

Vendors upload proposals and 
documentation electronically

Contract Module

All signed contracts can be 
accessed and terms re-used

Managing Deadlines

ETHICS handles all critical 
deadlines; including deadlines 
for questions and proposal 
delivery

Digital Signature

All documents sent from 
vendors are signed with the 
vendors' unique digital signa-
ture

Legal Compliance

ETHICS is constantly updated 
to comply with EU's Procure-
ment Directive

the company behind the industry leadning tender solution ETHICS. Read more on innovasion.eu
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By applying ETHICS, the 
Slovakian authorities 

ensures that EU tendering 
rules are followed and that 
any corruption is avoided

Slovakia uses ETHICS for all public 
tenders

 Already in 2006 the Slovakian Government decided to apply ETHICS as the founda-

tion for all national tenders based on the requirements to fight corruption, increase 

transparency and secure compliance with national and international legislation. 

Since then ETHICS has been further developed to include local rules, local encryp-

tion as well as e-auctions.

 The Ministry of Transportation, Post and Telecommunications established UVO (Úrad 

pre verejné obstarávanie - Office for Public Procurement) and made the necessary 

legal changes making it mandatory for all public authorities to use their services. 

ETHICS was then installed based on a cooperation with IBM Slovakia, who operates the 

ETHICS server in Bratislava.

The number of tenders executed by the National Procurement of Slovakia is very large 

- especially because quite a large number of tenders are below the EU required 

threshold values. This is based on the focus of anti corruption. Further, in Slovakia, 

very often a tender ends in an e-auction, both based on the criterion 'lowest price' but 

also including ' Most profitable offer'.

ETHICS in Slovakia was extended to handle the following challenges - a very large 

number of tenders, need for a solution to support local buyers with an easy tool to 

specify requirements and a tool to perform e-auctions also with more than just one 

dimension for the evaluation scores.

Further, ETHICS in Slovakia uses a specially designed encryption tool: Each supplier 

encrypts his offer before uploading to ETHICS, and only when the deadline for the 

tender is reached and the tender box closed, the supplier sends the decryption key to 

UVO. This ensures that nobody even within UVO can get access to and open the offers 

before the evaluation starts.

The use of ETHICS ensures that the buying authorities are in compliance with EU and 

local regulations. The ETHICS overview of all on-going and planned tenders ensures 

that all interested suppliers can get access to the information and prepare for request 

for participation. The use of the e-Auctioning module ensures very competitive prices. 

And - like the many other ETHICS users - Slovakia has experienced a huge improve-

ment in efficiency - also because of the way ETHICS supports inexperienced buying 

officers with easy tools to specify requirements and help during the evaluation phase. 

Aller bruger følgende funktioner i ETHICS

Electronic Questionnaire

Intelligent questionnaires help 
vendors to submit correct 
proposals in compliance with 
buyer requirements

Tender Web Site

Vendors upload proposals and 
documentation electronically

Tailored look and feel

User interface and web site 
tailored to buyer's identity

Encryption

Encryption ensures that no 
documents can be revealed 
until after opening procedure

eAuctions

Ensures that the buyer any 
time  will receive competitive 
and attractive prices

Tender Overview

A complete overview of all 
public tenders are generated 
automatically

the company behind the industry leadning tender solution ETHICS. Read more on innovasion.eu




